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Tourism industry is undеrgоing а tеchnоlоgy-drivеn trаnsfоrmаtiоn. The efficiency
and purposefulness of implementing each new technology depends on the perception
and the decision of end users - tourists to accept and use it.The purpose of the article is
to assess customer’s perception of tech-related innovations in tourism. A questionnaire
was designed to survey the perceptions and attitudes of Bulgarians about the use of
innovative technologies in travel and tourism. The results show that Bulgarian
respondents are not yet very familiar with the use of tech-related innovations in travel
and tourism, but are gradually starting to accept them. However for some specific
operations they prefer to communicate with a human employee. Exploring customer’s
attitude and perception of technological innovations is crucial for their acceptance and
implementation in tourism. The fact that usershave limited experience in these innova-
tions shows that, at this stage, a combined service of technologies and humans is the
ideal solution for satisfying the customer’s needs and providing a better travel
experience.
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Introduction
Technological innovations are becoming more and more widely used in the

tourism industry. The service process is transformed in response to changes in
consumer perceptions and behavior, the new requirements and needs of modern
technology before, during and after the tourism consumption. The application of
technology in travel, whether it be in the vacation-planning process or during the
actual vacation, is changing the entire travel and tourism industry. The average tourist
visits about 22 travel-related sites prior to booking a vacation and 70% of business
travelers will check into their flights and hotels via their mobile devices(Bittzer,
2012). Hence, it is not surprising that technological innovations and tourism are
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becoming closely interrelated. Along the same vein, the travel brands and tourism
boards around the world are using technology to enhance the travel experience from
the point of booking to the actual vacation. Tech-related innovations in travel and
tourism run the gamut and include everything from social media and hi-tech hotel
campaigns, automated services and apps that act like tour guides, artificial
intelligence and robots that help tourists.

Modern technologiesand business models have revolutionized the travel and
tourism industry (Bilgihan & Nedjad, 2015). Followingtеchnоlоgy-drivеn
trаnsfоrmаtiоnsbased on automation of processes and activities in travel and tour-
ism, the advent of the age of robots is on. Like any new phenomenon, the
introduction of new technologies in tourism industry is at an early stage of
research and analysis. Research should be conducted in the field of perceptions,
motives and attitude of consumers and the level of application of tech-
relatedinnovations in the various tourism services.

The purpose of this article is: on the ground of evaluating the role and
significance of modern technologies in tourism industry to define and assess the
customers perceptions of tech-related innovations in travel and tourism. In order
toattain the formulated goal the following research objectives have been completed:
presenting the modern technologies in travel and tourism that are relevant and used
most often; defining the impacts of applying the technologies, as well as the
perceptions of tourists towards them.

Researchers and tourism managers have reasons to anticipate the appearance
of fully automated establishments, with no human presence. This process raises a
range of issues and problems, though. Of special significance is not only the
reaction of those employed in the industry, but also the customer’s perception
and demand, which finally determines the success and positioning of the tourism
business. How will customers respond? What will workers do? (Dunn, 2017).
Technology in tourism is revolutionizing the way tourists travel by enhancingtheir
vacation experience whereas tech-based brands and travel organizations alike can
benefit from recognizing and understanding this development.

Technological innovations аrе hеlping tоurists аt аirpоrts, hоtеls, rеstаurаnts аnd
cruisе ships, musеums аnd аttrаctiоns.More importantly, advances in technology
contribute to better safety and security (Ivanova, 2017).Thе modern mаchinеs usеd in
tоdаy’s trаvеl industry аrе еnginееrеd tо еnhаncе custоmеrs’ еxpеriеncеs throughfast
аnd cоnvеniеnt sеrvicе. It is hаrd tо ignоrе thе еntеrtаinmеnt vаluе оf some of them.
Thеy arе chаnging thе fаcе of custоmеr sеrvicе in thе trаvеl аnd tоurism industry.
That’s why conducting research is important in order to establish:
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1. How customers perceive technological innovations in travel and tourism?
2. How comfortable tourists are with them?
3. Whether travelers believethat tech-relatedinnovations will improve the

experience?
Innovation in tourism is a multifaceted phenomenon, particularly in terms of

information andcommunication technology and the Internet (Aldebert et al.,
2010).New technologies in travel and tourism cause a range of major social,
economic and business effects. The social impacts of the tourism service are
connected with the involvement of the customer in the process of providing the
services. A challenge for the tourism industry is finding the optimal mix of digital
and human interactions to create personalized guest experiences while respecting
their privacy (Bilgihan & Nedjad, 2015). In the future the economic and social
efficiency and competitiveness of tourism organizations will be in direct
correlation with the perceptions and attitudes of customer demand for new
technologies, including artificial intelligence and robots. The long-term changes
will gradually help build a new type of consumer behavior. It is slowly structured
by the acceptance and application of technological innovations related to smart
devices and tourism applications,social networks and media, automated
operations and online bookings.

Customer’s perception of tech-related innovations in tourism - a theoretical
approach

New technologies play a keyrole in travel and tourism industry.Mobile
technology,user generated content, self-service technology, online advertising
campaigns and artificial intelligenceаrе trаnsfоrming the industry аnd еnаbling а
nеw lеvеl of custоmеr sеrvicе in tourism companies.Tech-related innovations in the
transportation sector (airlines, cruise ships, trains and coaches), hospitality
(accommodations, including hotels and resorts), tour operating, travel agencies and
entertainment venues (amusement parks, restaurants, casinos, shopping centers)
comprise new tourism services, products and processes and significant technological
changes of the organization, distribution and consumption of these products and
services. An innovation has been implemented in travel and tourism if it has been
introduced on the travel and tourism market. The innovations that increased
productivity in the tourism industry are a source of competitiveness (Karadjova, 2013,
p. 160).

Each of us learns from the flow of information that surrounds us through the five
senses. However, we perceive reality differentlyas we are influenced by our own
needs, necessities, values and experiences. Individuals react according to perceptions
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instead of objective reality. Thus, understanding consumer perceptions is the key to
the successful implementation of technological innovations in any service area,
tourism included. Perception is a dynamic process by which the perceiver gives
meaning to “raw materials” from the environment. The individual is not a lifeless
object, but an actor (Brée, 2012). Perception interposes, between the real world and
behaviors, as a filter between a transmitter (the real world) and a receiver (men)
(Brunet, 1974). It is not a simple phenomenon that is easy to describe or study. In our
life and society it cannot remain in a pure form. It is affected by various factors like
memory, behaviors, codes, values, beliefs, way of life (Brunet, 1974).

Perception is related to the process of creating an attitude – a learned
predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with
respect to a given object (Hawkins & Mothersbaugh, 2010). Therefore, an attitude is
the way one thinks, feels, and acts toward some aspect of his or her environment
(Petty, Wegener & Fabrigar, 1997). They have 3 components:  cognitive (beliefs),
affective (feelings), and behavioral (response tendencies). Every day the consumer is
exposed to a considerable amount of information, and only a small percentage of this
is retained by the brain for interpretation and preservation. Therefore forming an
attitude based on perception of an object or event that we see on regular basis is not
so difficult. At the same time an attitude toward an unfamiliar phenomenon, or one
that is less recognizable, is far more challenging. The case oftechnological
innovations in tourism industry is similar.

There are different types of studies conducted to assess the consumer’s
perception of technologies, including robots and artificial intelligence (Katz &
Halpern, 2014; Reeves & Nass 1996; Friedman & Millet, 1995; Melson et al., 2005;
Eurobarometer, 2015), but there are not as many in the field of tourism. Tech-related
innovations are not yet universally implemented in travel and tourism and people are
feeling puzzled on how to form an assertive opinion of them. Many of the latest work
that has been done in robotics and artificial intelligence originated from engineering
research, despite using hospitality and tourism as their context. These studies are
typically focused on the technical aspects of innovations and robotic design,
architecture and performance rather than consumer (tourist) experiences of modern
technologies (Tung & Law, 2017). Nevertheless, these technological innovations
exist and tourists have formed or have started to form different perceptions and
behavioral patterns of them.

It is common knowledge that online tools have changed the face of the tourism
industry. The appearance of third-party online travel sites such as Expedia and Trip
Advisor, better communications via online tools such as social media and chat
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services and the provision of 24/7 service such as booking facilities and real-time
webcams have all helped the customer become better informed and more engaged.
However, technology is not just for the ‘big players’. There are changes that even
small businesses can make to take advantage of tech-related innovations, the most
important of which are (Gale, 2017):
 mobile technology –nowadays leisure travellers are using mobile

technology to be more spontaneous. Therefore, itis really important that every tourism
business has a website that is easily viewed on mobile devices;
 user generated content (UGC) is influencing perceptions and decisions

about the tourism products or services that consumers buy. UGC is the pictures,
tweets, videos, blogs posts, that others say about travel and tourism products or
services;
 virtual tourism has allowed people to perceive and ‘see the world’ without

leaving the comfort of their own home, or spending money. This allows people to get
excited about a destination or service and want a taste of the real thing. It also allows
potential travellers to be more confident about what they are booking.Nowadays,
Internethas become a powerful tool, which can predefine the human mind when creat-
ing new realities (Borisov, 2011, p. 166). Virtual tourism can add to an experience(for
exampleusing augmented reality to create mobile phone ‘time machines’ which show
certain locations as they would have appeared centuries ago);
 tourism apps –it seems that there are so many apps and the tourism industry

is no exception. Apps are available for everything from completing bookings, finding
museums, and guiding tourists through local attractions. The move now is towards
apps that combine multiple services into a single platform for maximum convenience;
 social media – used well, social media can have a considerable impact on a

business;
 self-service technology (SST) –from checking into a hotel, booking a tour

online, to scanning an item in-store to check its price, self service options are
available for those who donot like to wait and donot need to interact with a person.
SST is becoming ubiquitous and an important option to offer customers;
 online reviews –these can attract more customersand even a bad review can

have a positive impact if handled in the right way;
 free wi-fi – tourists travel with a smart phone or mobile device and use it to

book their trip, visit of attraction or event. The expectation that businesses provide
free wi-fi is extending beyond the hospitality.
 online advertising campaigns – they can target those who have expressed an

interest in a tourism product or service;
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 online bookings – the ability to book online is becoming almost essential in
the tourism sector.
 the robotics trend –on the America’s Lodging Investment Summit, were

made predictions for the growth of hotel robots to deliver guest amenities and clean
rooms (Carter, 2017).Investment into these types of technological innovations are
fuelled by decreasing technological costs, which at the same time provides hotels with
the opportunity to reduce operating costs.

Most authors think that the future development of travel and tourism is
irrevocably related to technological innovations and robotization, which
definitely calls for further research. Within the robotics literature, there is a
growing area of research interest in human-robot interactions (HRIs), which
emphasizes human-centered experiences in which people are the core (Tung &
Law, 2017). In terms of tourism demand, we believe that robotization and
technological innovations, are at an early stage and the dominant perceptions of
customers are curiosity, discovery, surprise. Users cannot yet appreciate the
performance of ‘automated’ operations and services and what is important to them
(Mest, 2017). It is assumed that tourists do not have enough experience to be the base
for a change in consumer’s perception and behavior. They definitely do not expect all
operations to be fully automated. Consumers would prefer that combination when
new technologies, robots and humans are working side by side in customer-facing
roles as the ideal situation (IBM and Hilton Field-Test and Robot Concierge, 2016).
From a socio-psychological and marketing point of view, customers’ perceptions
in tourism are in direct correlation with their demographic and behavioral
characteristics, first, and second, with the characteristics of the separate
segments. Taken together, tourist’s prior cognitive beliefs, social influence,
perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness of technological innovations
and robotics could affect their acceptance during the consumption of tourism
services (Tung & Law, 2017).

Role of technological innovations for customers in tourism
The online era has played a significant role in the change of consumer’s

perception, attitude and behavior. A “new type” of traveler is emerging. He/she is
using more and more the technical tools. They help him to travel and spend his/her
vacations more efficiently. Millennials, or generation Y, are considered the first truly
global consumer group. They are born between 1980 and 2000. Millennials represent
over 25% of the global population. They are very tech-savvy (Euromonitor, 2015). As
4G becomes more widely available and essentially free for travelers within Europe,
the way the tourists use their phones is likely to change dramatically as they follow
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live maps, use apps as travel guides and find and book hotels, attractions and
restaurants with them (Munford, 2016). “Modern” tourists have the opportunity to
learn about their destination far more in advance. They can obtain detailed
information about every aspect of their stay. Afterwards they have the option to book
accommodation as well as a way of travel. With advanced technologies tourists can
arrive at any time and enter their hotel rooms. During their stay they can buy tickets,
on the spot, for different events, museums, theme parks, etc. After their stay they can
immediately rate the quality of the services they have received and leave a narrative
for their experience with the help of social media. In conclusion, we can say that
tourists use widely technological innovations in order to choose the perfect place and
service, meeting their specific needs.

Identifying patterns of current and potential customers and servicing their needs
is one way that tourism organizations are attempting to use information as a leverage
tool against competitors (Piccoli, 2008). The volume of data available to companies
and its accessibility will grow rapidly with advances in smart technology on smart
phones, wearables and the Internet of Things. Combined with artificial intelligence
and robots, travel and tourism brands will be able to deliver greater personalization to
consumers, at greater speed (Euromonitor, 2016). Tourism managers can obtain
customer data through the main internet reservation platforms, social media sites,
personal sites. They can use a range of technologies (tablets, smart phones and other
devices) in order to obtain information from tourists by asking them to fill in
questionnaires on the spot. These different means of gathering quantitative and
qualitative data can play a major role in the development of the company and its
services and the creation of more loyal and satisfied customers. According to
Euromonitor (2016) tourism organizations should focus on collecting, analyzing and
using data for personalization and cooperating with tech players. Information
regarding customers will continue to have a big impact on the future of the tourism
industry (Koutroumanis, 2011).

Tourism companies are not only focusing on improving their online availability
and marketing strategies to respond to changing customers perceptions and traveler
demands. An increasing number of carriers, hotels, tour operators, restaurants and
attractions are implementing tech-related innovations and mobile applications, which
have the potential to enhance the guest experience (Euromonitor, 2015). Technologies
in tourism can include a wide variety of personalized services. The implementation
oftechnological innovations started with keyless entry in 2014 and has progressed to
wearables (apps for smart watches), artificial intelligence and robots, virtual reality
and room alterations (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Evolution of tech-related innovations in tourism
and hospitality since 2014 (adapted from Euromonitor, 2015)

The role that technologies play in tourism services is constantly changing and
evolving. Customers are getting more and more used to planning and spending their
vacations with the help of new technologies. Tourism managers are also
implementing them in various creative ways in order to attract more tourists, gather
data and improve their services. Tech-related innovations and robotization, if used
right, can make travel and tourism even more comfortable,pleasant, interesting and
unique.

Customer perceptions of technological innovations in tourism – research
and findings

In order to study the customer perceptions of technological innovations in travel
and tourism a survey was conducted within a scientific project “Application of
Innovative Technologies in Providing Tourism Services”. For the purposes of the
project and the content of this publication a questionnaire was designed, containing
24 closed multiple choice questions and a Likert Scale of measurement. A total of 260
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were collected and studied, 216 of which valid. The survey results were processed
and analyzed using the SPSS program product. On the basis of data analyzed and
interpreted conclusions have been drawn and outlined regarding perceptions and
attitude of consumers towards the introduction of new technologies in travel and
tourism. In the following section we will present some of the findings of the empirical
research.

When asked ‘In general, what is your attitude towards the use of technological
innovations in travel and tourism?’, Bulgarian respondents said that they had a rather
positive perception and attitude. Even if they are not entirely familiar with modern
technologies in tourism, customers tend to be open-minded as to the use of these
technologies in travel and tourism industry. As most important innovative
technologies, customers rank Smartphone apps for online registration, Smartphone
usage as a room key and intelligent systems. Naturally, Bulgarians have a positive
attitude towards technological innovations as they are widely spread in every aspect
of their everyday life. As for robots, considering that they are new and not so
omnipresent,building a specific perception and attitude is more difficult (fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Customer preferences of technological innovations
in tourism and hospitality (%)
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During their stay Bulgarian respondents are not very interested in working with
tech-related innovations. Out of 100%  of respondents, 0%  want to use robots during
hotel registration, 2,4 % want to call a room-service robot, and 4,9% want to use
robots during departure procedures. Bulgarians prefer the “classical” way of service -
a human employee. Nonetheless, respondents think that for the most part
technological innovations increase the degree of satisfaction with the service
provided, and its quality, alongside customer loyalty. According to Bulgarians,
implementation and further development of technological innovations should be
encouraged for activities such as luggage registrations, luggage transfers, cleaning
rooms and public areas of the hotels and airports, cleaning in restaurants. It should not
be considered for room service, preparation of food and drinks, service of food and
drinks and day-care for children in the tourist destination.

The prevailing opinion of respondents (61%) is that technological innovationsare
quickly introduced and they are gradually changing the face of the tourism industry
(Fig. 3). Over half of the respondents think that use of technologies in tourism should
be limited, about 37% are hesitant or undecided.

Fig. 3. Characteristics of tech-related innovations in Travel and Tourism (%)
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Technological innovationsare necessary in labor-intensive activities and
operations, which is confirmed by 61% of respondents. Comparatively high is the
share of hesitant opinions regarding the level of security, reliability and flexibility in
the application of technological innovations. Their application is not so widespread in
the tourism industry and the experience of consumers using them during travel and
holidays is quite limited. Almost 71% of respondents are positive when expressing
the necessity of careful planning and management when introducing modern
technologies in travel and tourism.

The data analysis of perceptions and feelings when using technological
innovations in various activities shows that a little over 49% of respondents would
feel uncomfortable, if these were applied to services at airports, rail stations, bus
stations and sea ports (Fig. 4). Approximately the same percentage of respondents
confirm they would feel uncomfortable, if technologies were used in the services
provided in the process of selecting and planning trips and holidays at travel agent
offices. The share of those hesitant in their opinion is also considerable (29.3%), and
only 20% confirm they would feel comfortable if technological innovations are used
in the work of intermediaries and tour operators. The share of respondents who accept
their application in guides’ talks in sightseeing tours and guided tours at museums is
high (44%). Overall, the perceptions and feelings when services are provided by
modern technologies during a holiday or recreational break are assessed as
comfortable by 39% of the respondents. The percentage of those hesitant in their
opinion is also high (34%), probably again because of their lack of experience. In the
organization of business and special events, a little over 46% of respondents say they
would feel uncomfortable if technological innovations were used in the process of
organization and conducting events, and over 1/3 define their perceptions and feelings
as comfortable and pleasant.
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Fig. 4. Feeling when tech-related innovations are used in Tourism
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participation is highest (tour guiding, animation and entertainment) the need of
technological innovations is ranked as low.

Fig. 5. Importance of tech-related innovations in Tourism (%)
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Conclusions
Theoretical and applied research in the field of tеchnоlоgy-drivеn

trаnsfоrmаtiоns in travel and tourism is relatively little and limited in scope. This
applies both to customer perceptions and consumer behavior, as well as to the
benefits and application of these processes in business activities, especially in service
management. The introduction of tech-related innovations, especially in terms of
artificial intelligence and robots, is so far sporadic. Fully automated operations and
establishments in tourism are still very few.Bulgarian travelers do not have the
desiredperception and sufficient consumer experience for such operations. Therefore,
technological innovations related to the abilities of mobile and smart devices are
considered the most appropriate and acceptable for the Bulgarian respondents, where-
as automated operations and the presence of robots and artificial intelligence are often
accepted with some reserve, mistrust or they are even rejected. Direct interactions
with machines are not preferred. Nevertheless, in line with the new realities, it is
necessary to increase the number and scope of research in the field of tourists
perception of technological innovations.

Generally, tech-related innovations аrе still nеw tо thе trаvеl аnd tоurism
industry. The perception of consumers as to their gradual introduction in this business
is not unambiguous and firm. They are changing travel and tourism with regard to
services offered, environment, entertainment facilities and the personalized travel
experience. At the same time, there are certain reserves and mistrust on the part
ofBulgarian respondents.They still wаnt humans, аs оthеrwisе thеrе is а fеаr thаt
culturаl nuаncеs will bе missеd аnd thе hоlidаy еxpеriеncе cоuld bеcоmе tоо
impеrsоnаl. If we donot respect the desire for the human touch, we risk
‘technophobia’ setting in, when in fact technology can significantly improve the
holiday experience when used appropriately (Hodges & Higgins, 2016).

Exploring consumer perceptions of modern technologies is crucial for their
acceptance and implementation in travel and tourism. Thе pоtеntiаl impаct аnd usе of
technological innovations оffеrs mаny nеw аvеnuеs tо еnhаncе аnd dеvеlоp thе
visitоr еxpеriеncе. Dеspitе thе mаny chаngеs bеing brоught about by thе tеch-related
innоvаtiоns, thеy аrе thеrе tо еnhаncе, nоt tо rеplаcе, thе cоrе оffеrings оf tourism
businеss. Tоp quаlity custоmеr sеrvicе аrе thе fundаmеntаl pillаrs оf thе industry, but
thе technological innovations cаn mаkе it еаsiеr tо cоnsistеntly dеlivеr а mеmоrаblе
еxpеriеncе tо guеsts.Thе idеаl sоlutiоn fоr thе trаvеl аnd tоurism industry shоuld bе
technology аnd humаns wоrking in tаndеm. Undеrstаnding hоw cоnsumеrs will
perceive, еmbrаcе аnd intеrаct with different technological innovations will bе criticаl
tо thеir аdоptiоn аnd dissеminаtiоn.
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